Product Data Sheet

mova sumo 25 grade 250# - high quality and dry mortar

COMPARISON WITH TRADITIONAL MORTAR
1. Quality of Mova mortar is assured at the factory and meets international standards:
Mova mortar is rated, mixed and packaged at production chain of high automation using Germany
Technology.

Mova mortar is clean mortar without any impurities such as mud, organic and inorganic impurities
including rotten wood, waste ect. contaminated in sand during the manufacturing process.

MOVA sumo 25
grade 250#

3. Construction period is shortened one forth and early put into use:
Shortening 1/4 waiting period to execute such next steps as painting, trowelling and decorating

high quality and dry mortar

2. Clean mortar – its durability is 2-3 times higher than traditional plaster :

materials…thanks to Mova mortar's strength promply satisfies design grade and dryness which allow early
perfection
Shortening 1/3 labor cost and execution time thank to not requiring sand screening at site before
application.
Cutting down 90% execution time and cost of sanitation, transporting wastes from site as resulted
from no materials dropped out during maintenance and construction.

4. Saving 1/3 materials compared with traditional plaster:
Mova mortar is light, only equal to 2/3 of density of traditional mortar
Plastering thickness of Mova is thick, only equal to 2/3 of traditional mortar.
Loss rate is insignificant, reducing 95% loss rate of materials use allowed by the State norm.

ISO 9001 : 2008
ISO 14001 : 2004

Product Description:

- Especially suitable for buildings in the alleys area,

Mova Sumo 25 are dry industrial mortar with high

narrow streets in the cities and urban areas

grade 250 #,used for construction (building,

5. Environmental-friendly, improving users' living standard:

The total process from production, transportation to use discharges no waste into the environment
and the special features of Polymer cement mortar are not to cause shrinkage and shattering to the works
during use.

plastering, flooring) on contruction’s items required

Advantages:

mortar high marks, inside and outside the house

1. Industrial production is according to
German’s technology on modern lines, self-

Application areas:

contained and high level of automation.

Mova Sumo 25 is a dry premixed industrial mortar

2. The quality of the mortar is guaranteed at

which has multifunctional grade 250 #, dedicated

factory with national standards: clean grout

to buildings use brick,for plastering / spraying wall

harmful impurities, high-life 2-3 times compared

and floor’s coverings indoor and outdoor.

with traditional mortar.
3. Using easily: shortening construction time
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by 1/4, quickly put the work into use: by reducing

- The high-rise buildings require high quality, fast

the waiting time between steps down to 1/4, no

tempo.

need screening sand and reduce 90% of time for

- Specializing for the repairing and renovation of

serving sanitation and transported it out of the

the items in the building without requiring any

building.

downtime.

4. 15% savings on materials and costs

- For the construction of new cultural facilities such

ALWAYS THE BETTER.

Tại Hà Nội

Typical Applications:
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MOVA SUMO 25 - grade 250# - HIGH QUALITY AND DRY MORTAR

as temples, churches, monuments, museums, ...
- Suitable of restoration and upgrading buildings of
ancient culture.

compared with traditional mortar: Because the
mortar’s density is lighter, thickness reduce 1/3
and specially the consumtion rate is very low.
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5. Environmentally friendly - Improving the
quality of life for users: The whole process from
production, transported and used at work do not
creat waste, wastewater and emissions polluting
infected into the environment.

Safe:Precautions: Mova Sumo 25 is a cement

2. Mix the mortar:
- Automatically and continuously mix by silo D 40

product, so it is alkaline. Take all appropriate

mixing station.
Automatically mix by M-tec D 20 mixer and

If material is splashed into eyes, wash it

package mortar in bags..
Mix by concrete mixer or manually.
3. Application: By hand or by spraying machine of

Certificate:

high quality and dry mortar

the firm as M-Duo-tec mix, P20, Putzmeister (P11,

measures to minimize the direct contact with skin.
immediately with clean water and visit doctor
immediately.
Important note:
The information, especially those instructions

Mova Sumo 25 is try to TCVN 3121 : 2003.

P13), P40 Liquguang ...

Notes when using:

4. Finish: Mortar Mova Sumo 25 is completed and

mortar was concluded based on current

With the special features of polymer cement is no

smoothed by rubbing foam table,paint and decor

knowledge and experience of Mova and applied

shrinkage and high adhesion while using, users be

by Mova Color or equivalent paint products..

for the Mova is inventory properly, handled and

assured about the quality and reduce maintenance
costs consumption, maintenance construction
User manual :

applied under normal conditions in the limited
5. Maintenance: Compliance with the TCVN

lifespan. Any infringement of technical guidance as

maintenance mode.

well as the differences in materials, substrates and

- The surface of the base prior before plastering,

Warranty:
Warranty 10 Year of Manufacturer MOVA
Quality tested regularly by the research

flooring need to be moist but do not let ponding,the

laboratory of Mova

1. Preparing the substrate:

which related to the construction and use the Mova

Specifications:
1. Compressive strength: >=25MPa
2. Density ( Kg/m3): ~1800 kg/m3 dry
3. The amount of water required: (18-20)% of dry
mortar (9.0 to 10) liters of water for 1 bag 50kg.
4. Norms of use:
- Build a red brick wall: 420kg / m3 building the
circuit 1m3
- Warrants, Floor: ~ 22kg / m2 / 1cm
5. Production:
- 1800 kg dry mortar ~ 1m3 fresh mortar.
- 1 50kg ~ 27.8 liters of fresh mortar.
6. Scope of use:
- Use (outdoor): Allow.
- Use (indoors): Allow.
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Mova Sumo 25 are dry industrial mortar
with high grade 250#, used for construction
(building, plastering, flooring) on
contruction’s items required mortar high
marks, inside and outside the house.
NORMS OF USE:
- Build a red brick wall: 420kg / m building
the circuit 1m3
- Warrants, Floor: ~ 22kg / m2 / 1cm
3

PACKAGE:
Paper bags moisture 50kg type
Jumbo bags 1000kg type
Automatic silo mixing pump M-Tec is fitted
at the factory

actual conditions in the field than those
recommended by the manufacturer are not
covered in the warranty terms of Mova .

STORAGE AND PRESERVATION :
Bag format: At least 6 months in conditions if
not being opened, store in a dry place
Packed in the Jambo format, the silo will
be completely protected against the effects
of air.

surface of the base need to absorb water, not sticky
fertile.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

All reference materials of products shall be
provided in website: www. mova.com.vn
Please contact with Technical Department to
have more detail information
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